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Abstract: The engineering complex study of the triad “gear-technology-

transmission” has permitted to elaborate a new type of mechanical
transmission – planetary precessional transmissions with multicouple gear.
In this paper, the authors present the mathematic model of the multicouple
gear. A computer program for doing this it is also elaborated. It is shown the
calculus modalities and some teeth profile diagrams.
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1. Introduction
The
diversity
of
beneficiaries'
requirements
concern
mechanical
transmissions is reduced, specially, to the
increase of reliability, efficiency and to the
decrease of mass and dimensions. It
becomes more and more difficult to satisfy
the mentions requirements by updating
partially the traditional transmissions. This
problem can be solved by using new types
of mechanical transmissions - planetary
precessional transmissions [1,2]. The
absolute multiplicity of the precessional
gear (up to 100% simultaneously engaged
teeth pairs compared to 5–7% – in classical
gearings) provides high bearing capacity
and increased kinematic accuracy, reduced
dimensions and mass. In addition, large
kinematic
possibilities
(-8...-3600),
reduced acoustic emission and solution of
all technological issues open advantages
that are very important for the utilization
of planetary precessional transmissions in
various areas of machine building. The
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first patent was issued under this name in
1983. Planetary precessional transmission
differs from the classical one by the new
principle
of
motion
and
load
transformation and transmission, i.e. by
using sphere-spatial motion of the satellite
and variable convex – concave profile. The
authors elaborated a large number of
diagrams concern planetary precessional
transmissions ( for reducers, multipliers
and differentials), multiple gears for power
and
kinematic transmissions,
gear
processing methods and their control, the
majority of works being patented with
about 170 patents. Know-how in the
elaboration of the multicouple precessional
gear, manufacturing technology and
control methods, and a range of
precessional transmission diagrams belong
to research team from the Technical
University of Moldova.
The specific character of sphere-spatial
(precessional motions of the precessional
transmissions pinion makes impossible the
utilisation of teeth classical involute
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profiles. This fact requires the elaboration
of new profiles adequate to the spherespatial motion of pinion which would
ensure high performances to the
precessional transmission.
2. Elaboration of diagram of
precessional transmissions
The elaboration of working machines
driving mechanisms is based on the
diagram of precessional transmissions,
presented in figure 1 [1]. The rotating
motion of the crank shaft 1 is transformed

3. Parametrical equation of the tooth
profile
In precessional gear the planet gear
performs spherical-spatial motion around
one fixed point [3,4,5]. It is known [Euler],
that the body that performs spherical
motion has three degrees of freedom. In
theoretical mechanics, usually, the position
of the body that performs precessional
motion is defined by Euler angles.
The coordinates of the modified point
Dm are:

[

]

X Dm = - sind sin YCm sinq + ZCm (1 - cosq )cosy ;

[

]

YDm = -YCm cosd + ZCm sind cos2 y + cosq sin2 y ;
ZDm

=

-YCm sind

(cos y + cosq sin y )
2

2

- ZCm cosd .

(2)
The motion of point Dm related to the
movable system linked rigidly to the semi
product is described by the following
formulas
y
y
m
m
m
X 1 D = X D cos

Fig. 1. Diagram of the planetary
precessional transmission
into sphere-spatial motion of the block
pinion 2 with two teethed crowns 3 and 4,
which are rolling without sliding on the
immovable and driven toothed wheel teeth
5 and 6. Due to the minimum difference
between
the
number
of
teeth
,
Z 5 = Z 3 - 1, Z 6 = Z 4 - 1 Z 3 = Z 4 + 1,2 ,3... the
transmission ratio is
i=±

Z 3Z 6
.
Z 5 Z 4 - Z 3Z 6

(1)

The teeth of crowns 3 and 4 are
manufactured in the shape of conical
rollers installed on axis having the
possibility to rotate round them, and the
teeth of central wheel 5 and 6 have nonstandard convex-concave profile.

Y1mD = X Dm sin

Z1

y
Z1

- YD sin

+ YDm cos

Z1

y
Z1

;

;

(3)

Z 1mD = Z Dm .

The coordinates of point Em on the
sphere is calculated according to the
formulas:

X1mE =k2mZ1mE +d2m;
Y1mE = k1mZ1mE -d1m;
Z1mE =
-

(k1md1m -k2md2m)
k1m2 +k2m2 +1

(k1md1m -k2md2m)2 +(k1m2 +k2m2 +1)×(RD2 -d1m2 -d2m2)
,
k1m2 +k2m2 +1
(4)

where:
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profiles, based on the fundamental
conditions of gearing selection (high
bearing capacity due to gearing
multiplicity, small dimensions and mass,
technology, etc.) has allowed the selection
of the teeth profiles parameters.

);

·

d 1m =

d 2m =

R D2 cos b X 1mD
·
æ m ·m
ö
çX Y - Xm Ym ÷
1D 1 D ÷
ç 1D 1D
è
ø

(R

cos b + d 1m Y 1mD

2
D

X 1mD

;

).

Point Em projection on tooth sectional
plane has the following coordinates:

X E¢¢m = e m × X 1mE ,
YE¢¢m = e m × Y1¢¢Em ,

(5)

Z¢¢ = e × Z ¢¢ ,
m
E

m

Fig. 2. Computerized model of the
planetary precessional gear

m
1E

where

em =

0.009

D
AX 1mE

BY1mE

+

0.008

+

CZ 1mE

.

0.007
0.006
0.005
z
0.004

The modified profile of the tooth is
described by the equations:

[

]

0.003
0.002

p
p
xm = X¢E¢mcos + RD cos(d +q + b) +YE¢¢m sin ;
Z1

[

0.001
0

Z1

]

0

0.001 0.002 0.003

p
p
z m = X¢E¢m sing sin - RDcos(d +q + b) +YE¢¢m sing cos +

[

Z1

+ RD sin(d +q + b)

]
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(6)
The computerized model of the planetary
precessional gear on the figure 2 is
presented.
Based on the analytical description of
teeth profiles by a system of parametric
equations on spherical surface the
profilograms of the selected gearing teeth
have been designed in MathCAD. The
obtained profilograms are shown in figure
3, 4, 5. The analysis of the obtained teeth
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Fig. 3. The influence of the number of
teeth on the form of teeth profile
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Profilogram analysis demonstrates the
degree and direction of influence on
generated tooth profile of the position
angle of tool d (conical axoid angle) with
regard to the axis of rotation of the blank,
tool radius R and gear ratio i of the
kinematical linkage “main shaft - blank”.
According to the obtained analytical
relations a soft for the calculation and
generation of teeth was developed in
CATIA V5R7 modelling system that
allowed
obtaining
the
modified
trajectories of points Eme and Emi on the
spherical front surfaces, both exterior and
interior ones, by which the teeth surface
was generated (fig. 5).
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ig. 4. The influence of the number of teeth
on the form of teeth profile

Fig. 5. Teeth generating surface
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Fig. 5. The influence of the taper angle of
the rollers, β on the form of teeth profile

This continuing dramatically change in
available computational resources offers
new options in gear design for gear
manufacturing processes. They include
the complete 3D model of the whole gear,
including the gear body and al gear
flanks, obtained by using of modelling
system CATIA V5R7 (figure 6).
Constructions peculiarities and high
multiplicity of gear create favorable
premises for the improvement of
precessional transmissions kinematics
accuracy. Within these activities we
elaborated:
- theoretical basis for the identification
of kinematics error generated by various
primary error (frontal and radial
knocking), on the basis of error
independent action principle by fulfilling
computer
assisted
mathematics
experiment;
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4. Conclusions
O
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Fig. 6. 3D model of the whole gear
- compensation method for
manufacturing and assembling
errors;
- method of determination of probable
limit error for precessional reducers with
account of the stochastic character of
manufacturing and assembling errors.
Special attention was paid to precessional
reducers experimental research. For this
purpose two laboratories were set up: 1)
for mechanical tests and; 2) working
technology for gear wheels. The
laboratories are equipped with stands for
testing and with control and modern
measuring devices.
Know-how in the elaboration of the
multicouple
precessional
gear,
manufacturing technology and control
methods, and a range of precessional
transmission diagrams belong to research
team from the Technical University of
Moldova. During the last 40 years the team
patented about 170 inventions.

Among the characteristics of the
estimated results of research in the field
of new and efficient drive development
we can enumerate the following:
- the elaborated precessional gears
ensure: high bearing capacity; high
kinematical efficiency; high kinematical
accuracy; low noise level and vibrations;
- generation procedure for variable
convex-concave teeth profiles provide
high efficiency and processing accuracy.
Structural
optimization
of
the
precessional transmissions will allow
synthesis of new diagrams of precessional
transmissions with constant and variable
transmission ratio and elaboration of new
diagrams of precessional transmissions
for specific running conditions.
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